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ALLAH's Awesome Signature on "Fibonacci Sequence" =41:53
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Salaam to all brothers/sisters,
Here we shall witness an Absolutely AWESOME Miracle,
which has thus most Superbly and perfectly been created by ALLAH,
from the very beginning even from before the foundation of the World,
unto/within this most Famous and essential "Fibonacci Sequence"
which has fascinated all Mathematicians and the most intelligent Minds
throughout the history.
________________
The "Fibonacci Sequence" is the series of numbers:
0 1 1 2 3 5 8 13 21 34 ...
The next number is found by adding up the two numbers before it.
For example:
The "2" is found by adding the two numbers before it (1 + 1) above.
Similarly, the "3" is found by adding the two numbers before it (1 + 2) above.
And the "5" is (2 + 3),
and so on!
So, the next number in the sequence above must be: 21 + 34 = 55
It is that simple.



(please, see it below)

https://www.mathsisfun.com/numbers/fibonaccisequence.html
________________

===============

We will show them Our "19" coded "Signs" (=74/2630, 31)
in the horizons, and (also) within themselves,
until it becomes clear to them that this is absolutely The Truth.
Is it not enough that your LORD is Witness over all things?
(QURAN TESTAMENT 41/53)
===============

So, this most Famous and essential
"the Fibonacci Sequence"
(=0 1 1 2 3 5 8 13 21 34 ...

...

...

)

in the history of all Mathematics above,
is clearly and unmistakably seen and witnessed
in the horizons (=i.e. in our Universe, Galaxy, Nature),
and also within ourselves (=i.e. in Human body),
as it is perfectly promised by ALLAH in the above Verse,
now in this Final Age, clearly and openly, everywhere:
http://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/nvmmmathpifibonacci/pithefibonaccisequence/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=03uC9bhX0Rc

___________________________________________
http://www.fullbooks.com/Thefirst1001FibonacciNumbers.html

*these links above are thus referred to exclusively and only
thus to clearly see and witness
even up to the first thousand numbers of this most Famous and essential
"the Fibonacci Sequence" therein.
All other information and conclusions therein only belong to
the authors or owners of these Sites above.
When/if what they say are absolutely approved by QURAN TESTAMENT
they should be deemed absolutely Right,
when/if what they say are absolutely disappproved by QURAN TESTAMENT
they should be deemed absolutely Wrong,
by all truthful Believers here. (=QURAN TESTAMENT 6/114117)
___________________________________________

So here is

ALLAH's

"19" coded most Superb and perfect "Signature" (=74/2630, 31)
on this most Famous and essential
"the Fibonacci Sequence"

(=0 1 1 2 3 5 8 13 21 34 ...

...

...

)

in the history of all Mathematics above,
in this absolutely Most MIRACULOUS perfect manner,
now here thus:

=======================================
"the Fibonacci Sequence"
"0"
610

1

1

2

987

46368

3

8

13

1597 “2584”

75025

1346269

5

121393

2178309

24157817

4181

20365011074
139583862445

………………………

9227465

377

28657

832040
“14930352”

165580141

1134903170

1836311903

12586269025

53316291173

“86267571272”

……………………

…………………………

233

17711

514229

102334155

7778742049

……………………

144

10946

5702887

32951280099

89

317811

701408733

4807526976

55

6765

63245986

433494437

2971215073

34

196418

3524578

39088169

267914296

21

………………………

…………………………

=======================================
So when we count the numbers above,
starting from the very first one (="0"),
we clearly and amazingly see that
exactly 19th number above =

“2584”

19x...) again therein!

is perfectly a Multiple (=

and also the total sum of these first

19 numbers above:

"0" + 1 + 1 + 2 + 3 + 5 + 8 + 13 + 21 + 34 + 55 + 89 + 144 + 233
+ 377 + 610 + 987 + 1597 + “2584” =

19x...) again therein!

is thus perfectly a Multiple (=

And then,
when we continue our counting above,
this time starting exactly from that very last one
in that first sequence above (="2584"),
we clearly and amazingly see that
exactly 19th number thereafter above =

“14930352”

19x...) again therein!

is perfectly a Multiple (=

and also the total sum of these second

19 numbers above:

“2584” + 4181 + 6765 + 10946 + 17711 + 28657 + 46368 + 75025
+ 121393 + 196418 + 317811 + 514229 + 832040 + 1346269
+ 2178309 + 3524578 + 5702887 + 9227465 + “14930352” =

19x...) again therein!

is thus perfectly a Multiple (=

And then,
when we continue our counting above,
this time starting exactly from that very last one
in that second sequence above (=“14930352”),
we clearly and amazingly see that
exactly 19th number thereafter above =

“86267571272”

19x...) again therein!

is perfectly a Multiple (=

and also the total sum of these third

19 numbers above:

“14930352” + 24157817 + 39088169 + 63245986
+ 102334155 + 165580141 + 267914296 + 433494437 + 701408733
+ 1134903170 + 1836311903 + 2971215073 + 4807526976
+ 7778742049 + 12586269025 + 20365011074 + 32951280099
+ 53316291173 + “86267571272” =

19x...) again therein!

is thus perfectly a Multiple (=

And this absolutely Most AWESOME and AMAZING property
of/within this most Famous and essential "Fibonacci Sequence" above
may go on and on and on, in this same perfect manner above,
thus even to infinity,
by this most Wise and perfect Decree and Permission of ALLAH
here, in the first place!
==========
18 And if you count

ALLAH's Blessings (=i.e. thus a most specific reference

also and especially to each and every of those "19" coded Fibonacci "Numbers"
above)
you cannot possibly encompass them (=i.e. they may go on and on and on,
in this same perfect manner above, thus even to infinity therein ............)!
(For) certainly,
(54/49

ALLAH is BestForgiver, MostMerciful.

= 74/2630 = 41/53)

(QURAN TESTAMENT 16/18)
==========
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So now, we should also clearly and openly know that
this same absolutely Most AWESOME and AMAZING property above
is also valid for some other numbers,
for example:
"11" (=every 11th number in this "Fibonacci Sequence" above
is a multiple of "11" (=11x...) ........
or
"29" (=every 29th number in this "Fibonacci Sequence" above
is a multiple of "29" (=29x...) ........
or
"31" (=every 31st number in this "Fibonacci Sequence" above
is a multiple of "31" (=31x...) ........
etc. .........
So what makes this number "19"
the most Special, exclusive and chosen "Number,"
which is thus most Wisely and perfectly created by our Supreme LORD,
unto this most Famous and essential "Fibonacci Sequence" above,
that would decisively and absolutely eliminate or/and supersede all those others
above (="11" or "29" or "31" etc.)
and clearly and unmistakably establish it
as the "19" coded, One and Only "Signature" of ALLAH,
unto this most Famous and essential "Fibonacci Sequence,"
in this respect above, from the very beginning?

Here it is:

=======================================
"the Fibonacci Sequence"
"0"

1

1

2

3

5

8

13

21

34

55

89

144

233

377

610

987

46368

1597 “2584”

75025

1346269

121393

2178309

24157817

………………………

514229

102334155

832040
“14930352”

1836311903

12586269025
“86267571272”

……………………

…………………………

28657

165580141

1134903170

53316291173

……………………

17711

9227465

7778742049

32951280099

139583862445

317811

701408733

4807526976

20365011074

10946

5702887

63245986

433494437

2971215073

6765

196418

3524578

39088169

267914296

4181

………………………

…………………………

=======================================
So when we take that first

19th number above = “2584”

and divide it just by the preceding one therein:

“2584” / 1597

=

1.61803381......

And then,
when we take that second

19th number above = “14930352”

and divide it just by the preceding one again therein:

“14930352” / 9227465

=

1.61803398......

And then,
when we take that third

19th number above = “86267571272”

and divide it just by the preceding one again therein:

“86267571272” / 53316291173

=

1.61803398......

So now, we can clearly see that
this is our common/identic number: =

1.618033

that is thus clearly witnessed above
in all of those first three most specific instances
above:

1.61803381...... & 1.61803398...... & 1.61803398......
(and also in all of those following all such most specific instances thereafter,
thus even to infinity,
by this most Wise and perfect Commandment and Permission of ALLAH
here again, in the first place (16/18 = 74/2630)!

So we should absolutely note that

1. 6 1 8 0 3 3
this "common/identic number" above is thus our perfect "Golden Ratio Number,"
_______________________________________________
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Golden_ratio
http://www.maths.surrey.ac.uk/hostedsites/R.Knott/Fibonacci/fib.html
_______________________________________________
here in this respect above,
that is thus granted unto us by our Supreme LORD
in this most Wise and perfect Manner above, from the very beginning!
(54/49 = 72/28 = 74/2630) (=41/53)
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So, let us together continue on our Way,
now here thus:

=======================================
"the Fibonacci Sequence"
"0"
610

1

1

2

987

46368

5

8

13

1597 “2584”

75025

1346269

3

121393

2178309

24157817

2971215073

4181

89

10946

317811

144

9227465

377

28657

832040
“14930352”

165580141

1134903170

7778742049

233

17711

514229

102334155

701408733

4807526976

55

5702887

63245986

433494437

34
6765

196418

3524578

39088169

267914296

21

1836311903

12586269025

20365011074

32951280099

139583862445

53316291173

……………………

………………………

“86267571272”

……………………

…………………………

………………………

…………………………

=======================================
So when we take that first

19th number above = “2584”

and divide it just by the succeeding one therein:

“2584” / 4181

=

0.618033963......

And then,
when we take that second

19th number above = “14930352”

and divide it just by the succeeding one again therein:

“14930352” / 24157817

=

0.618033988......

And then,
when we take that third

19th number above = “86267571272”

and divide it just by the succeeding one again therein:

“86267571272” / 139583862445

=

0.618033988......

So now, we can clearly see that
this is our common/identic number: =

0.6180339

that is clearly witnessed above
in all of those first three most specific instances
above:

0.618033963.... & 0.618033988.... & 0.618033988....
(and also in all of those following all such most specific instances thereafter,
thus even to infinity,
by this most Wise and perfect Commandment and Permission of ALLAH
here again, in the first place (16/18 = 74/2630)!
So, we should absolutely note that

0. 6 1 8 0 3 3 9
this "common/identic number" above
is thus our perfect "Golden Ratio Conjugate Number,"
_______________________________________________
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Golden_ratio#Golden_ratio_conjugate
http://www.maths.surrey.ac.uk/hostedsites/R.Knott/Fibonacci/fib.html
_______________________________________________

here in this respect above,
that is thus granted unto us by our Supreme LORD
in this most Wise and perfect Manner above, again from the very beginning!
(54/49 = 72/28 = 74/2630) (=41/53)
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this is the common/identic number: =1.618033

......

as our perfect "Golden Ratio Number" above,
(*because we have clearly witnessed it
at each and every of those "19" coded most special Numbers
when we divide (each and every of) them just by the "preceding ones" therein
within that most Famous and essential "Fibonacci Sequence" above,
in the first place)
And then,
this is the common/identic number: =0.6180339

......

as our perfect "Golden Ratio Conjugate Number" above,
(because we have clearly witnessed it
at each and every of those "19" coded most special Numbers
when we divide (each and every of) them just by the "succeeding ones" therein
within that most Famous and essential "Fibonacci Sequence" above,
in the first place)

So let us clearly see them
in this absolutely "Most AMAZING" & "Most WONDROUS" perfect order,
now here thus:

All PRAISE
is to

All PRAISE
is to

ALLAH ALLAH
our common/identic
"Golden Ratio Conjugate Number"
above

our common/identic
"Golden Ratio Number"
above

number of digits
1

0.

1

1

1

1

1

number of digits
1

1

6 1 8 0 3 3 9

1.

1+1+1+1+1+1+1

1

1

1

1

1

6 1 8 0 3 3

1+ 1+1+1+1+1

7

6

19

=

x...

6+1+8+0+3+3+9

6+1+8+0+3+3

30

21

19

=

x...

Thereby, we can now most clearly and unmistakably see that
in the history of all Mathematics,
this most Famous and essential "Fibonacci Sequence,"
and the related "Golden Ratio" and "Golden Ratio Conjugate" numbers
therein above
have thus most Superbly and perfectly been created by ALLAH
from the very beginning (even from before the foundation of the World),
with

HIS "19" coded, most Awesome and perfect "Signature" on them

(54/49 = 72/28 = 74/2630),
as we have most clearly and unmistakably witnessed it above, in this Final Age now!

And this most Famous and essential "Fibonacci Sequence,"
and the related "Golden Ratio" and "Golden Ratio Conjugate" numbers above
have thus most Powerfully and clearly been implemented,
(thus essentially, always as/in perfect

"pairs"

here again:

==========
30 Upon it is

"19"!

31 ......... And it is but a "Commemoration" (="Dhikra") for the humanity!
49 And from all things We have created as/in

"pairs"

that you may "takeCommemoration" (="taDhakkaroona") (in that

"19"

coded most specific Manner, as clearly emphasized in the above Verse,

in the first place!)
(QURAN TESTAMENT 74/3031 = 51/49)
==========
unto whole Universe, and the Galaxies, and the Nature, and all livingbeings and
livingthings therein,
http://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/nvmmmathpifibonacci/pithefibonaccisequence/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=03uC9bhX0Rc

by our One

and Only Lord ALLAH, from the very begining!

(51/49 =

41/53 = 74/2630)

_________________________________________________________
*Please, absolutely note that
this long awaited and anticipated Messiah and Mahdee descendant of
prophet David and prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon both of Them),
i.e. this most critical and important "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant" here,
in this Final Age, thus clearly and unmistakably proves to/for all Humanity now,
that there is absolutely and only "One Real GOD" (=ALLAH)
Who is the Perfect CREATOR of this
"Fibonacci Sequence and Golden Ratios," from the very beginning above.
So all those attempts (internet is booming with such videos and information)
which try to attribute this most specific "Fibonacci Sequence and Golden Ratios,"

(without any credible Proof with them therein at all) to their false religions
and imaginary false gods (which are fabricated based on their own wishful thinking and
their consequent (deliberate or ignorant) misinterpretation of the Scriptures),
or merely to the natural laws and causes (as atheist/agnostic philosophies are trying
to do that),
so, their such (dajjalistic or/and atheistic) conclusions (you can see a few of them
in the links referred to below)
are totally deprived of Reason and Proof and absolutely in VAIN.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0hvD5kLqjuw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8VajqUK2aE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4oyyXC5IzEE
........................
........................
........................
Because there is absolutely and only "One Real GOD" (=ALLAH)
Who most Superbly and perfectly Designed and most Powerfully and perfectly Created
all Universe
(by HIS "Cosmic Evolutionary Creation" Miracle),
and all Livingbeings therein
(by HIS "Biological Evolutionary Creation" Miracle),
(=QURAN TESTAMENT 21/30 & 71/1318 & .........)
based upon HIS Perfect "Fibonacci Sequence and Golden Ratio," from the very beginning,
as it is clearly and unmistakably proven to/for all Humanity above,
and also here:
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id135.html
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id136.html
for all those who will wholeheartedly repent and return to ALLAH,
in this most Rightful beautiful and peaceful manner (=QURAN TESTAMENT 25/7071 &
25/6376), in this Final Age now!

Remain in peace/salaam.
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